
Learning Online with Games, Simulations, and Virtual Worlds

The infusion of games, simulations, and virtual worlds into online learning can be a transforming experience 
for both the instructor and the student. This practical guide, written by education game expert Clark Aldrich, 
shows faculty members and instructional designers how to identify opportunities for building games, 
simulations, and virtual environments into the curriculum; how to successfully incorporate these interactive 
environments to enhance student learning; and how to measure the learning outcomes. It also discusses how 
to build institutional support for using and fi nancing more complex simulations. The book includes frameworks, 
tips, case studies and other real examples, and resources.

Praise for Learning Online with Games, Simulations, and Virtual Worlds

“Clark Aldrich provides powerful insights into the dynamic arena of games, simulations, and virtual worlds in 
a simultaneously entertaining and serious manner as only he can. If you are involved with educating anyone, 
from your own children to classrooms full of students, you need to devour this book.”
 — Karl Kapp, assistant director, Institute for Interactive Technologies, Bloomsburg University

“At a time when the technologies for e-learning are evolving faster than most people can follow,  Aldrich 
successfully bridges the perceptual gap between virtual worlds, digital games, and educational simulations, 
and provides educators with all they really need to use this technology to enhance and enrich their 
e-learning experiences.”
 —  Katrin Becker, instructor, Department of Computer Science and Information Systems, Mount Royal College, and 

adjunct professor of education, University of Calgary

“I consider this a must-read for anyone engaged in or contemplating using these tools in their classrooms or 
designing their own tools.”
 — Rick Van Sant, professor of learning and technology, Ferris State University
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         P R E F A C E              

 A fi ve - year - old girl visits a swimming pool at the beginning of the 

summer and is terrifi ed. But with some playful challenges from her 

father, she works up her nerve to dip her toe in the water. She has 

entered a new world.       

 Slowly, she begins playing games on the pool stairs. She gets excited 

and engaged. She begins to splash with other children. She imagines 

the water is the ocean, and she lives in an undersea world, where her 

father is the king. In playing, she is learning how this new world works. 

The pool then becomes a comfortable environment for her and her 

friends to spend time.       

 Finally, she begins to deliberately challenge herself. It is not 

enough to be in the shallow end; she wants to learn to swim to the 

deep end. With the coaching of her father, she pushes toward the dark 

and cold, experimenting with strokes, overcoming the mouthfuls of 

water and fi nding the odd band - aid.       

 She gets frustrated and then excited with each new skill. It takes 

time, and progress is uneven. Two steps forward may be followed by one 

step back. But by the end of the summer, she has become a competent 

swimmer and could swim to safety in many different environments —

 other pools as well as lakes and beaches. She has learned skills that she 

will never forget.   

 This book contains the guidelines for instructors who will be selecting, plan-

ning, and implementing curricula using games, simulations, and virtual worlds 

in a distributed classroom environment (that is, where students are not face to 
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Prefaceviii

face with each other or the instructor). This material focuses on both the front -

 loaded prep activities necessary for successful use and the instructor ’ s role in a 

 “ learning to do ”  (as opposed to a  “ learning to know ” ) course. 

 As with the pool example, it also takes into account the growing realization that 

these highly interactive virtual environments, while often successfully used sepa-

rately, are increasingly and inexorably nested. If you squint hard enough, you can 

see that every game takes place in some type of virtual world, and every educa-

tional simulation is a type of rigorous game. 

 Further, instructors and students push the boundaries and functionality among 

all three. This means from a process perspective (as described in the subsequent 

chapters) there is overlap: the same techniques for increasing familiarity, giving 

instructions, or providing technical support with a virtual world are also relevant 

for games and simulations. 

 Here are the sections in more detail: 

   Part I  overviews some of the highest - level reasons for thinking about, caring 

about, and driving the use of virtual worlds, games, and simulations (to which 

we will collectively refer as  Highly Interactive Virtual Environments  or HIVEs). 

It describes the similarities and differences among these environments and 

explains the shift in mindset that highly interactive virtual environments require 

from both the students and the instructor.  

   Part II  details how to choose and use a HIVE, including how to identify an 

opportunity, select an environment or program, and use an environment 

effectively in your online instruction. It also offers strategies and techniques to 

assess learning outcomes.  

   Part III  covers larger issues of using a HIVE in your instruction, including 

advice on how to politically build a case for HIVE use to decision makers in 

one ’ s organization.  

   The Epilogue  suggests that distributed education may drive the growth and use 

of HIVEs more than face - to - face classes in the near future.    

 My goal in writing this book is to be more practical than theoretical (although all 

the sections have theoretical edges to them). Using games, simulations, and virtual 

worlds can be a transforming experience for both the instructor and the student, so 

I want to be as specifi c as possible. But for those who are interested in the intellec-

tual frameworks, there should be plenty of grist for those mills as well. 

•

•

•

•
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Preface ix

 This text is also aimed at helping instructors meet the specifi c challenges and 

opportunities of highly interactive learning in distributed environments; it is not 

designed for face - to - face environments (also known as  “ real”   or  “ meat ”  environ-

ments). However, I hope this book will provide some interesting insights and pro-

cesses for them as well, especially about the different stages of deployment and 

the philosophies that are critical in each. 

 This book also talks quite a bit about developing a  “ culture of interactivity. ”  

We are living in an age when computer games are becoming more popular than 

movies, and social networking is becoming more compelling than magazines. 

Recalibrating the role of the instructor and balancing the student ’ s need for certi-

fi cation, challenge, and accountability on one hand and for involvement and con-

trol on the other have become both more possible and more necessary. 

 Despite the image of complex educational simulations and vast virtual worlds, 

the content and philosophies in this book will not assume that students have a 

top - of - the - line computer and blazingly high-speed network access. Still, some 

will. So it will be my job to help you select the right solutions across techno-

logical, cultural, and content appropriateness from the different approaches pre-

sented here. Finally, I have used a very specifi c tone in this book that I have tried 

to match to the content area. As much as possible, it is written to be accessible 

and at times humorous. It is worth noting your own reactions to the approach, 

as it will line up with others ’  reactions to immersive learning and other game -

 like environments in general.                      
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        Understanding Highly 
Interactive Virtual 
Environments          

 Imagine that you get a phone call at two in the morning, and you are told that 

you won a thousand dollars. But there is a catch. You have to spend it all before 

sunrise. 

 I don ’ t have a profound analogy here, but wasn ’ t it easy to imagine that situa-

tion? Humans effortlessly create virtual situations all the time. In our minds, we 

simulate shaking hands with the person we are scheduled to meet, and we plan 

different things we might say. Runners imagine the track and plan where to con-

serve energy and where to spend it. As we drive into a gas station, some of us visu-

alize on what side our car ’ s gas tank is. When we are given a new job, we plan for it 

by playing out scenarios, trying to understand our goals and foresee our potential 

actions and our barriers. 

 We also use virtual environments to do experiments. Einstein made progress 

towards his second theory of relativity by imagining he was riding a light beam. 

Programmers review steps of code in the shower, trying to fi gure out unintended 

consequences. 

 Schools, naturally, have long used highly interactive environments, if only 

a tad virtual. In classrooms, teachers use short games to introduce diffi cult top-

ics, and mock trials have been the staple at law schools for decades. On sports 

fi elds, student athletes practice dozens of hours for every hour spent in a game. 

 O N E 
c h a p t e r
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